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Tackling threshold 
concepts when teaching 
information literacy in a 
‘post-complex’ world
Drawing inspiration from and parallels with the 
healthcare profession
Penelope Cole 



Puzzle image used under CC0 licence

Handford, M. (2010) Where’s Wally? The Great Picture Hunt London: Walker Books Limited. 

Take a seat & 
play a game 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To engage our brains after tea and coffee we are going to ease into this workshop with a couple of games. On your table you have envelopes with puzzles in and some copies of Where’s Wally, pick a game and have a play for 5 minutes. Link to image: https://www.maxpixel.net/Play-Puzzle-Pieces-Of-The-Puzzle-Piecing-Together-592781 



Workshop 
outline & 
learning 
objectives 

Threshold 
concepts

SUM

Practical 
tools

• Identify the threshold 
concepts in your own 
area of work 

• Design learning 
activities to support 
service users in 
overcoming these 
threshold concepts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2 main objectives today which will be covered over 3 topics. 



What are 
threshold 
concepts?

7 Characteristics:

Transformative

Troublesome

Irreversible

Integrative

Bounded

Constitutive 

Discursive 

(Meyer and Land, 2006)

Images used under CC0 licence

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who has heard of Threshold Concepts? Would anyone like to have a go at defining it? The main authors in this area of educational research are Meyer and Land and they define TCs as: “A threshold concept can be considered as akin to a portal, opening up a new and previously inaccessible way of thinking about something. It represents a transformed way of understanding, or interpreting, or viewing something without which the learner cannot progress.”So in short: Threshold Concepts are portals which open up new ways of thinking about a topic. Once passed it is irreversible – you can’t “unthink” it! Meyer and Land say TCs have 7 main characteristics and usually discussed in relation to specific subject topics. Example: Meyer and Land use the example of physics and economics problems in their book and for me Troublesome knowledge is Maths, it’s takes me a long time to learn anything mathematical but once I have got it – I’ve got it, I can’t unlearn it and can move on. I started to look more into the theory around TCs around the same time that I went to HLG ConferenceLinks to images used: https://www.maxpixel.net/Portal-Vortex-Time-Travel-Wormhole-Warp-Space-2514312https://www.maxpixel.net/Roadway-Threshold-Braking-Threshold-Traffic-Calming-2489759 https://www.maxpixel.net/Train-Soft-Track-Railway-Rails-Threshold-Travel-102073https://www.maxpixel.net/Larva-Butterfly-Animal-Wing-Macro-Insect-Cocoon-591557https://www.maxpixel.net/Finishing-Success-Figure-Puzzle-Last-Part-3277579https://www.maxpixel.net/Photography-White-Bulb-Bright-Concept-Light-316751https://www.maxpixel.net/Sad-Confused-Sadness-Figurine-Unhappy-Upset-534103wing something without which the learner cannot progress.



What is SUM? 
How does it 
link with TCs & 
IL?

Medical knowledge is troublesome – it has created a barrier 
between patients and themselves. Medical professionals hold 

all the “power”. We live in a ‘post-complex’ world where 
everything is “easy” – it is frustrating when things take longer, 

or are harder, than we expect. SUM aims to empower the 
patient (Murphy, 2018). 

"The shared understanding of medicine is a process whereby 
people are enabled to understand the best knowledge and 

resources available to meet their health needs." (Lehman, 2018)

IL = enabling and empowering individuals to find and use 
information to meet their needs

“Disciplinary lens” (Hofer, Hanick & Townsend, 2018)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At HLG conference I saw Dr Mark Murphy discuss the concept of a Shared Understanding of Medicine (SUM) – he argued that in our post-complex world patients expect to be fixed straight away, they do not understanding the complexities behind medicine and medication and become frustrated when their expectations are not met. Mr Murphy argues that if we move towards a SUM model of patient interaction then patients will feel empowered as they will understand more about their condition and the options available. By transferring some of the power and knowledge to patients they can take ownership of their illness and treatment. I drew parallels between this problem medical professional have and what I experience with students – how many times have I sat with a frustrated student who doesn’t ‘get’ why finding information is so complicated? And got asked why isn’t it like Google? Why do I have to put effort in? The SUM concept links so closely with the health literacy element of IL. I’d also read Hofer’s article and their idea of getting students to look through our “disciplinary lens” – to see information as a subject in itself – could help my students to overcome their issues. So I decided to combine all these ideas and alter my approach to teaching. 



Your turn

What are the Threshold Concepts your 
service users face?

Does is vary between groups? 

Does is change throughout the year(s)? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But first what I would like you all to do it spend 5 minutes discussing in your tables answers to these questions. Write them down on your paper. Does anyone what to share?



Concept of 
research

What is research?

Why is it relevant?

Troublesome knowledge

Own ability

Unskilled and unaware 

(Kruger and Dunning, 
1999)

‘I know this’

Troublesome selves

Post-complex 
world

The Google effect

Student expectation 

Troublesome 
environment

Martindale, Land, Rattray and Anderson in Land, Meyer and Flanagan, 2016

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The main 3 my students struggle with are: Concept of research – what? why? Own ability – unskilled & unawarePost-complex world – Google effect – why isn’t it an app? 3 very similar concepts were outlined in Martindale’s chapter – mapped them to my concepts. I have spent a lot of my time focussing on these 3 issues. But what I have come to realise is that they are all underpinned by a bigger threshold concept. Information is complicated. We need to stop shying away from this. 



Troublesome 
knowledge 

Transformed 
knowledge 

Appropriate 
learning 
activities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So how do we help students move from dealing with troublesome knowledge to transformed knowledge – where they get it and then can move on to create new ideas. We need to develop appropriate learning activities. Emphasis on LEARNING not teaching to help us focus on what we want to achieve. This really needs to be considered at curriculum design stage so if you can get involved in those meetings or even get hold of example assignments then you’ll be able to build more effective learning activities. 



New materials & 
activities 

Adapted existing 
materials

Altered approach

Foundations of practice 
remain the same

What have I 
done to help 
students 
overcome TCs?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what have I done.
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• Stop 
apologizing

• Focus on the 
TC

• Make it 
obvious 

• Rephrasing 
topics as case 
studies

• PICO to search 
plan

• Put TC on a slide

• Generic tasks
• Where’s Wally

• Puzzles

• Images/videos 

Foundation: embedded, contextual, practical 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have kept the foundation of my practice is the same as it always has been. I have altered my approach – stopped apologizing for things being more difficult than they expected. Information is complicated, accept it, move on. Make the TC as obvious as possible. Adapted materials – rephrasing search example as case studies rather than essay questions, works really well for health but I am sure it could be tweaked for other areas. Example: Best psychological therapies for young women with diabulimia. Rephrased: You have a 16 year old female patient/client with diabulimia who has been referred for psychological therapies. Develop a treatment plan, evidence your decisions. Tweaked my PICO table to become a search planTrialled a few new activities



Medicine/healthcare is complicated
Oversimplified & 
misunderstood 

Can’t you just fix 
me?

Isn’t there a pill 
for that?

There must be a 
treatment

Why does it take 
so long?

Why can’t I go 
home yet?

Evidence comes from billions of pounds 
spent on research annually 

Research produces information, 
vast quantities of information. 

It’s not that simple, Clinical decisions rely on evidence, 
expertise and time

Make it obvious

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example one: Make it obvious. Spell it out for them. 



Information is complicated
Oversimplified & 
misunderstood It’s all on Google 

I learnt that at 
University – it won’t 

have changed 
I read it in a book

Everything online is 
good information

It’s not that simple, however skills can be 
developed, knowledge gained and systems 

navigated to make the process easier

It all starts with your library/resource centre/literature 
available (at University or in practice) 

So let’s do this…

Put the TC on the slide

Make it obvious & stop 
apologizing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example two: make it obvious and put the TC on the slide – helps them identify it as a problem to be overcome, rather than something that is lingering in the background. 



My topic: 

What do I already know about this topic? Key theories, policies, 
authors etc. 

What keywords can I use to search for this topic?
Add more rows/columns if needed

Keyword /concept Synonyms /alternative terms

Cognitive behavioural 
therapy

CBT

Teenagers Young people adolescents

Where am I going to search? What resources will I use?

Search strings to try e.g. (“cognitive behavioural therapy” OR CBT) AND teen*
Which search tools can I use? 

Consider combining terms, phrase searching & truncation

Adapted from PICO table to suit other subjects 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Search plan – developed to suit all subject areas. 



New materials

 Where’s Wally – methodical approach – he’s there but so are 
lots of others that look like him – examine closer

 Puzzle without a box – you won’t know the answer – piece 
together information – try not to be bias

 Analogies/ metaphors (Holliday, 2017 and Brown, 2018)

 Images & Video clips 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
New materials: Where’s Wally? I have been using this with different groups of students to highlight how a methodical approach can help with research Puzzle with the box – used to highlight how they may not know what the final picture is until they have pieced all the bits togetherAnalogy – the activities above are analogies. But you could add them to examples and relate them to their course/profession or just generic in terms on ‘information’ as a subject – needle in a needle stack Images and video clips – I will show you these now



Shencomix (2016) Taking the facts [Online] Available from: < https://imgur.com/gallery/9MRwt > [Accessed 25th March 2019]  

Straub, K. (2016) The real truth  [Online] Available from: < http://chainsawsuit.com/comic/2014/09/16/on-research >   [Accessed 25th March 2019 ]

Words & 
pictures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fake new has been a god send, these are my two favourite images that I use with students to help them understand their own biases. 

https://imgur.com/gallery/9MRwt
http://chainsawsuit.com/comic/2014/09/16/on-research


Link materials 
together

Aardman Animation © 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In sessions where I have used the puzzle activity (or where I do not have the time for that) I used this video clip to illustrate the important of biases – even if you “know” the end result/answer to your questions still keep an open mind, you might be surprised. Aardman Animation ©Link to clip: https://youtu.be/70V1BB2r-uA 



Create a plan

What have you done in the past? Could you 
map these closer to your identified TCs? 

What would you like to try?

How would that fit with the curriculum design 
and intended learning outcomes?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Spend 10 minutes creating a plan. Does anyone want to share their ideas? Or have any feedback for me? 



Recap & round 
up 

1. Identify the threshold concept(s) your users face

2. Establish how you would help students to overcome it

3. Adapt existing learning activities

4. Develop learning activities (if needed)

5. Test & gather feedback  

Remember it does not have to be a big change
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Telephone: 0113 812 7846
Twitter: @pennygcole

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By Barry Mangham [CC BY-SA 3.0  (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0) or GFDL (http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html)], from Wikimedia Commons
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